Charity Knitting for 2019
We want to begin 2019
working for others and doing what we love most...knitting, knitting, knitting! We have several ways that you
can help us help others throughout the coming year.

First, something new...

Little Hats Big Hearts
https://www.heart.org/en/get-involved/little-hats-bighearts
This is a project sponsored by the American Heart
Assoc. to provide red hats for babies and preemies
born with heart defects and to bring awareness to
heart disease in mothers and babies.
We participated in this last year and donated lots to
our local chapter.
Any red yarn, washable and soft of course and any
pattern you like. We have lots to choose from.
These will be donated probably at the end of
January so they can be distributed in Feb. ️

Knitted Knockers
FREE YARNyes, you read that right!
Thanks to donations from Marlisa's Wig Shop and
Spa, we are giving away yarn to knit knockers ( first
come, first served). You can pick up one skein of
yarn, we have a number of suitable ones - Ultra
Pima, Modern Cotton, etc
This is for knitted knockers only and we ask that you
commit to knit 3 knockers and return them to the
shop in March- that's only one a month
This is a great cause and helps many women in a
very stressful time in their lives

Reminders of KALs to come...
Brioche Ponchology started today; but you can gtill get in on the fun with Martina.
Beginner Cowl starts Thursday with Ingrid.
The Whippet starts Saturday with Molly.
Martina has a blanket KAL starting on Sunday the 13th. Store is open only for participants in this KAL. Doors
will be locked when the KAL begins. Sorry shoppers!
Arlene has an American Doll KAL/class starting Jan 8 at 10:30. This series of KALs will be aimed at Beginner
Knitters. Sometimes it's a little intimidating to commit to the expense and time a regular KAL requires,
especially if we are not sure we can get the job done. This series is just right for those of you who want to
learn more before you get into the regular expense and time required. These sessions should made you
more comfortable with making the larger commitments. Our first garmens are a sweater and a skirt. You will
learn to seam up a garment, and pick up stitches. the kit needed is $10.00 without the needle. These
sessions are limited to five participants.
Check out our website for more information on all of these Knit A Longs!

Visit our website

